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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine inspection was conducted in the areas of operational safety;
maintenance and surveillance observation; engineering activities; and plant
support including plant housekeeping, radiological controls, security, and
fire protection.. Numerous facility tours were conducted and facility
operations observed. Backshift tours and observations were conducted on
February ll, 12, 14, 19, 20, 23, 25, and 26, 1995.

Results:

0 erational Safet

The inspectors found operators to be alert and responsive to unusual
conditions. Compliance with enforcement discretion conditions was excellent.

Maintenance

The inspector concluded that, in general, the performance of work was
satisfactory with proper documentation of removed components and independent
verification of the reinstallation. The inspector identified weaknesses in
identification of cables, in dressing bare edges in electrical cabinets, and
in component labeling. The performance of surveillance procedures was
'satisfactory with proper use of calibrated test equipment, necessary
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communications established, notification/authorization of control room
personnel, and knowledgeable personnel having performed the tasks. The
inspector identified one violation concerning an inadequate maintenance
procedure for checkout of power supplies. Poor technical manual information
contributed to this violation.

En ineerin Activities

Engineering response to design challenges was appropriate. Poor technical
manual information contributed to a violation in the maintenance area.

Pl.ant Su ort

The inspectors found plant housekeeping and the material condition of
components to be satisfactory. The licensee's adherence to radiological
controls, security controls, fire protection requirements, emergency
preparedness requirements, and technical specification requirements in these
areas was adequate.



REPORT DETAILS

PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee Employees

D. Batton, Manager, Work Control
D. Braund, Manager, Security

*B. Christiansen, Manager, Maintenance
J. Collins, Manager, Training

*J.'obbs, Manager, Outages
J. Donahue, General Manager, Harris Plant

*R. Duncan, Manager, Technical Support
*M; Hamby, Manager, Regulatory Compliance
*M. kill, Manager, Nuclear Assessment
*D. McCarthy, Manager, Regulatory Affairs

R. Prunty, Manager, Licensing.8 Regulatory Programs
W. Robinson, Vice President, Harris Plant
G. Rolfson, Manager, Harris Engineering Support Services
H. Smith, Manager, Radwaste Operation

*B. White, Manager, Environmental and Radiation Control
"A. Williams, Manager, Operations

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations,
engineering, maintenance, chemistry/radiation and corporate personnel.

NRC Personnel

*S. Elrod, Senior Resident Inspector, Harris plant
D. Roberts, Resident Inspector, Harris plant
N. Salgado, Reactor Inspector, NRC Region II
NRC Contractors

J. Haner, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)

"Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.

PLANT STATUS AND ACTIVITIES

a 0 Operating status of the plant over the inspection period.

The plant continued in power operation (Mode I) throughout this
period. The licensee reduced power to 50 percent from February 24
through 26 to allow repair of the lA main feed booster .pump. The
plant ended the period in day 122 of power operation since startup
on November 8, 1994.



b. Other inspections during the inspection period.

N. Salgado of NRC Region II was on site from February 6-10, 1995,
inspecting instrument transmitters per TI 2515/122. She was
accompanied by NRC contractor J. Haner of INEL. Her findings are
discussed in IR 400/95-03.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY

a. Plant Operations (71707)

'The plant continued in power operation (Node 1) for the duration
of this inspection period. Operators reduced power to 50 percent
from February 24 through 26 to facilitate repair of the lA main
feed booster pump.

(1) Shift Logs and Facility Records

The inspector reviewed records and discussed varioUs entries
with operations personnel to verify compliance with TS and
the licensee's administrative procedures. Records reviewed,
in part, by the inspectors included: shift supervisor's
log; control operator's log; night order book; equipment
inoperable record; active clearance log; grounding device
log; temporary modification log; chemistry daily reports;shift turnover checklist; and selected radwaste logs. In
addition, the inspector independently verified clearance
order tagouts.

The inspectors found the logs to be readable and well
organized, and to provide sufficient information on plant
status and events. The inspectors found clearance tagouts
to be properly implemented.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

(2) Facility Tours and Observations

Throughout the inspection period, the inspectors toured thefacility to observe activities in progress. Inspectors made
some of these observations during backshifts. Also, duringthis inspection period, the inspectors attended several
licensee meetings to observe planning and management
activities. Facility tours and observations by the
inspectors encompassed the following areas: security
perimeter fence; control room; emergency diesel generator
building; reactor auxiliary building; waste processing
building; turbine building; fuel handling building;
emergency service water building; battery rooms; electrical
switchgear rooms; and the technical support center.





During these tours, the inspectors made observations
'egardingmonitoring instrumentation - including equipment

. operating status, electrical system lineup, reactor
operating parameters, and auxiliary equipment operating
parameters. They verified indicated parameters to be per
the TS for the current operational mode. The inspectors
also verified that operating shift staffing was in
accordance with TS requirements and that the licensee was
conducting control room operations in an orderly and
professional manner. The inspectors additionally observed
shift turnovers on various occasions to verify the turnover
continuity of plant status, operational problems, and other
pertinent plant information. Licensee performance in'hese
areas was satisfactory.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

Turbine Throttle Valve Closure

On February 18, the operators noticed a small power loss,
changes in turbine parameters, and changes in throttle valve
number 2 position.'he throttle valve was wandering in
mid-position, then returned to full-open, then finally shut.
To prevent continued plant power oscillations, the, operators
failed the valve shut by isolating the DEH fluid supply.
With this valve shut, generation capacity was reduced by
about nine NW. The licensee determined during this event
that the plant still met TS 3.3.4, Turbine Overspeed
Protection, because the valve would shut when required even
before the valve was actually failed shut by the operators.
The inspector discussed this with on-shift operators,
reviewed the licensee's actions and the TS, and concluded
that licensee operators had been alert and had applied
correct judgement.

Subsequently, the licensee found the erratic behavior to be
caused by a control card failure in the turbine control
computer. The licensee replaced the card and opened the
valve. It has operated properly since.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

Enforcement Discretion

On February 2, the NRC staff notified the licensee of a
potential vulnerability identified in the industry with
respect to SSPS power. supplies. A scenario was identified
for which the turbine building high energy line break
analysis had not analyzed the potential failure effect of



anticipatory turbine trip channels on safety-related Class
lE SSPS logic power supplies. Specifically, turbine valve
position signal cables, though of safety-related design and
mounted in seismic, safety-related, conduit, were unfused
and, if destroyed during a steam rupture event, could short
out the SSPS logic power supplies and prevent one of the ESF
trains from actuating. An assumed random failure of the
other ESF train would prevent all ESF automatic actuation.
A reactor trip would still occur due to concurrent loss of
output relay power. This information was subsequently
published in IN 95-10.

The inspector reviewed the situation in conjunction with the
licensee's engineering staff, including reviewing plant
drawings and walkdowns of the physical components. By
February 7, the licensee had completed reviewing their
design and physical installation and concluded that the
probability of this event was very small - but that a simple
design change could protect the SSPS logic power source from
electrical shorts caused by whatever disaster might befall
the turbine building. This design change would add a fuse
to each of the turbine valve position circuits and increase
the power source circuit breaker rating to enhance selective
tripping coordination. This information was documented in
ESR 95-00254. The inspector judged the licensee's
correction to be properly considered.

On February 7, at 10:55 a.m., the licensee entered TS 3.3. 1,
table 3.3-.1, "Reactor Trip System Instrumentation" and TS
3.3.2, table 3.3-3, "Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System Instrumentation" and verbally requested NRC
enforcement discretion in lieu of shutting down the reactor.
The period requested was 10 days to plan and install the
modifications and 12 hours per ESF train while actually
performing the modifications. This was granted. The verbal
request was followed up by letter HNP-95-019 on February 7.
This letter restated the request and included a supporting
analysis. NRC concurrence number NOED 95-2-004 was verbally
transmitted at 12: 15 p.m. on February 7, followed up by a
letter dated February 9.

The inspectors observed licensee compliance with the
conditions of the enforcement discretion.

The automatic trip logic bypass was to be in bypass
for no more than 12 hours per train during the
modification.

The modification was to be completed and tested on
both trains of SSPS within 10 days following the TS
entry at 10:55 a.m. on February 7, 1995.



The design change was to be performed on one channel
of one train of the SSPS at a time.

Train B, Channels 2 and 4, were modified and tested on
February 14. The Train B trip bypass breaker was closed in
preparation For the modification at 12:28 p.m. Train B,
Channels 2 and 4, were then modified one at a time. The
modification was completed, tested, and the system restored
to operability at 9:50 p.m.

Train A, Channels 1 and 3, were modified and tested on
February 15. The. Train A trip logic bypass was closed -for
the modification at 10: 14 a.m. Train A, Channels 1 and 3,
were then modified one at a time. The modification was
completed, tested, and the system restored to operability at
2:28 p.m.

~ Operators on shift were to be briefed on the scenario
of concern, how to identify the scenario, and
mitigating actions to take.

A detailed package was prepared jointly by engineering and
operations as part of the ESR response. This package was
essentially a failure mode analysis. The inspectors
observed this material being used as part of shift turnovers
and being specifically addressed during the "infrequent
evolution" briefings prior to each train being modified.

~ Lessons learned from the Salem modification
installation were to be reviewed and incorporated in
the Harris modification implementation.

Frequent discussions between the inspectors and the licensee
found that not,only were the results from Salem considered,
so were the results from at least Summer, Farley, North
Anna, and Diablo Canyon.

~ Maintenance and evolutions significant to risk or
involving movement of heavy loads over the turbine
deck or that could result in damage to the steam lines
were to be avoided or restricted.

Frequent inspector observation of plant activities found
virtually no activity associated with the turbine deck nor
other risk significant activity. During the modifications,
almost all other activity stopped. The plant operators were
in constant communication with the modification sites and
focused on those activities in detail.

The licensee completed the modification, retesting, and
turnover at 2:28 p.m. on February 15. Enforcement



discretion ended at that time. The inspector concluded that
the licensee met the conditions associated with the
enforcement discretion. Inspector observations of
modification activities are discussed in paragraph 4.a.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

b. . Effectiveness of Licensee Control in Identifying, Resolving, and
Preventing Problems (40500)

(Closed).LER 95-002-00,. "Inoperable Solid State Protection
System;"

This LER was submitted to report the actions discussed in report
paragraph 4.a. The LER sufficiently described the conditions and
actions. This item is closed.

No violations or deviations were identified.

Adverse Condition and Feedback Reports (ACFRs) were reviewed to
verify that TS were complied with, corrective actions and generic
items were identified, and items were reported as required by
10 CFR 50.73.

The licensee's Nuclear Assessment Section completed three
assessments this month, as listed below. The inspectors reviewed
the assessments and concluded that the assessments were thorough
and resulted in .substantive findings. Areas assessed were:

Report H-ERC-95-01, "Environmental and Radiation Control",
Report H-FP-95-01, "Fire Protection Program", and
Report H-NED-95-01, "Engineering Support".

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in this'rea.
The inspectors found operators to be alert and responsive to unusual
conditions. Compliance with enforcement discretion conditions was
excellent. The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in the
operations area.

MAINTENANCE

a 0 Maintenance Observation (62703)

The inspectors observed or reviewed maintenance activities to
verify that correct equipment clearances were in effect; work
requests and fire prevention work permits were issued; and TS
requirements were being followed. Maintenance was observed and



work packages were reviewed for the following maintenance
activities:

WR/JO 95-ACPVl, Perform procedure PM-E0023, "CED Battery
Chargers," to inspect, clean, and adjust the lA-A 125 VDC
battery charger. The inspector observed technicians
checking the current limit setting for the lA-A battery
charger. This test involved a current limit check in which
the battery charger was loaded to 115 percent .of its current
rating. The current limit pick-up was verified by voltage
(as indicated on a computerized battery capacity test
system) beginning.'to drop off as the indicated load reached
the charger's current limit. The inspector observed, as did
licensee personnel performing the test, that the as-found
current limit was outside the specified range. Technicians
performing the test accordingly adjusted the current limit
potentiometer in the battery charger unit and repeated the
appropriate procedure steps to verify that the as-left
current limit was acceptable. The inspector verified that
the procedure steps were followed and that data sheets were
signed off appropriately.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

~ WR/JO 95-ABRX1, "Bench Test Two SSPS Power Supplies." While
observing preparations for modifying the SSPS, the inspector
observed the initial bench testing of one of two DC power
supplies per this WR/JO. The applicable bench test
procedure was CM-I0113, Rev. 1/2, "Calibration Check and
Adjustment of Westinghouse SSPC Power Supplies." This
procedure had been upgraded and reissued on February 10.
The procedure stated that it contained all the information
needed for the bench calibration check and adjustment for
certain Westinghouse power supplies and that it may be used
for receipt testing, testing following rework, and also
alignment and troubleshooting when an instrument malfunction
was suspected. The inspector, upon arrival at the shop,
found that the technician had partially completed the
procedure and had stopped for further guidance. The
inspector reviewed the setup, noting that test equipment was
within its calibration period and that test hookup jumper
leads were neatly made and installed. The inspector
reviewed the completed steps and the troublesome procedure
section, then evaluated the entire procedure, finding it
inadequate to accomplish the functions stated in the
procedure.

The procedure neither specified acceptance criteria
nor recorded equipment performance for important
operational attributes. Such attributes included
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output voltage regulation, response to input voltage
variation, and AC ripple.

The procedure checked and adjusted the overvoltage
protection, no-load output voltage, and current limit
protection. The directions for checking the current
limit were difficult to understand. The procedure
directed the technician to set the load resistance to
maximum [minimum current], then observe the limited
current value [maximum current]. The technician had
determined'that this section was not workable and had
properly stopped .work pending correction.

A less critical problem existed in that procedure step
5. 1 required a variable resistive load with minimum
ratings of 15 Ohms, 20 Amperes, and 1000 watts. The
power supply section in test was rated at 15 Volts,
14.8 Amperes. The technician had calculated a
resistance of about 1 Ohm and had obtained suitable
low resistance/high current variable resistors. A
variable resistance with a 15 Ohm minimum would not be
suitable for the pertinent parameter ranges.

The inspector determined that the licensee failed to
adequately establish and maintain procedure

CH-10113,'ev.

1/2, Calibration Check and Adjustment of Westinghouse
SSPC Power supplies. The procedure failed to specify
acceptance criteria or record important operational
attributes. Additionally, selected procedure sections were
not understandable as written.

This is Violation 400/95-004-01, Failure to Adequately
Maintain a Power Supply Test Procedure.

Subsequently, the licensee obtained power supply design
information and revised procedure CN-10113 to include
testing and recording of regulation and ripple voltage,
improved the procedure text, and used the revised procedure
to check out one of the spare power supplies. The inspector
reviewed the completed tests using the revised procedure and
had no substantive comments.

The inspector reviewed the power supply specifications in
the pertinent technical manual identified as "PRL,"
Volume 2, "Westinghouse Solid State Protection System", and
another manual identified as "RSA," "Basler Electric Voltage
Regulators and Power Supplies." Only nominal voltages and
factory settings were listed. Performance specifications
were not listed. The inspector determined the technical
information in the manuals to be inadequate [missing] to
evaluate power supply performance. These manuals were an



"engineering output" of design information by the
Engineering Department. The Engineering Department was
responsible for the adequacy of technical information in
these manuals. The inspector concluded that this failure to
adequately establish design information needed to maintain
the plant was an example of a general engineering weakness
in this area. This issue is being addressed by the
Engineering Department.

One violation was identified in this area.

~ WR/JO 95-ABLHl, Install ESR 95-00254, "Solid State
Protection System Potential Loss of ESF Actuation."

This ESR corrected a potential vulnerability identified in
the industry with respect to SSPS power supplies, as
discussed earlier in paragraph 3.a.(4). The corrective
action included fusing the signal cables and implementing
selective tripping by increasing the upstream instrument
power supply breaker trip rating from 15 to 25 amps.

The inspector reviewed the reported situation in conjunction
with the licensee's engineering staff, including reviewing
plant drawings and walkdowns of the physical components.
The inspector reviewed the ESR details, including the
licensee's analysis for unreviewed safety questions, and had
no significant comments.

The inspectors observed work in progress while the licensee
installed the modification. Attributes and activities
observed included: Communications betwe'en the control room
and job sites; calibration status of test equipment and
controlled equipment used in the modification; procedural
adherence during preparation, execution, and testing of the
modification; workmanship; engineering and gC support;
management support; data taking; and response to unexpected
as-found conditions.

During the execution of the modification, there was one key
person who was the point of contact in charge of the
maintenance activities. A communication plan between
operators and the technicians involved in the work was
planned in detail. The inspectors determined that the plan
was executed very well and was effective. The sound powered
phone system outlet locations were effective and the system
functioned well. All observed METE was within calibration
due dates. Both operators and technicians demonstrated good
use of STAR techniques throughout the evolution. After
modifying Train "B" (which was done first), licensee
personnel anticipated potential delays in Train "A" work by
visually inspecting wire sizes and other conditions in the
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"A" train distribution panel cubicles prior to closing the
"A" reactor trip bypass breaker. This inspection identified
two feeder cables that would require crimp-on reducing
adapters.

The inspector witnessed the licensee taking several flash
photographs during this evolution to be used in the
company's monthly newsletter to plant personnel. The
inspector believed that this activity could cause a
potential distraction for the technicians involved in the
modification. Following discussion with the maintenance
manager, the photography ceased within a few minutes and the
technicians were not adversely affected.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

~ WR/JO 95-ABLH2, Install crimp-on style terminal reducing
adapters on the AC instrument power feeder to SSPS
Channels I and III; and, install a crimp-on style terminal
reducing adapter on the AC instrument power feeder to SSPS
Channel II.
ESR 95-00254, "Solid State Protection System Potential Loss
of ESF Actuation", directed that the instrument bus feeder
circuit breaker for each SSPS channel be changed from 15
Amperes to 25 Amperes. The inspectors witnessed these
breakers, similar to a household breaker, being changed out.
When the breakers were removed from the distribution panel,
the number 6 size connecting wire stuck in the connecting
slots because it was almost too big to fit and had been
spread inside the hollow terminal when the connection screw
was tightened. The number 6 cable size was used to minimize
voltage loss over a long cable run. The new circuit
breakers had a slightly smaller slot that would not
accommodate number 6 cable. These WR/JOs corrected the
situation by attaching crimp-on style reducing end adapters
to the cable ends and then covering the bare conductors with
Raychem splice material, thus reducing the conductor size.
The inspector reviewed applicable drawing 2166-B-60,
Sheet 94, Rev. 5, "Miscellaneous Electrical Details &
Notes". This sheet addressed termination of large cable to
small blocks. Note ll specified a Burndy brand Hyplug
YE6CG22 adapter, a U5CRT die, and use of one crimp. The
inspectors verified that the correct materials were used,
and that crimpers and calipers used for measurements were
current in the calibration program.

Drawings stated that the wire size associated with the
25-amp breaker (compartment 8) in Distribution Panel IDP-1B-
SII was number 2 vice the number 6 size actually found.



Drawing 2166-B-60, Sheet 94, Rev 5, "Miscellaneous
Electrical Details & Notes" allows splicing a number 6 wire
on the end of a long run of number 2 wire to accommodate
connection to certain lower current rated breakers.

Several engineers and technicians studied the as-found
condition and determined that the number 6 size wire was
number 2 size. The number 2 size crimp-on style terminal
reducing adapter fell off after crimping. Subsequent review
by the inspector found that the main reason for
misidentifying the wire was that the crew was more used to
working with smal,l instrument wire. The completed job was
satisfactory. The licensee needing several attempts 'to
identify the proper wire size extended the LCO time by at
least an hour on February 14.

Some power cables in the instrument bus distribution panels
were found (by the inspector and licensee gC personnel) to
be resting on or contacting rough metal edge surfaces
located in the breaker cubicles. Although the power cables
were insulated, it appeared from the tension on the cables
that some of their weight was being supported by the rough-
edged metal pieces. This created the potential for the
cable insulation being cut through (e.g., during a seismic
event), which could eventually harm equipment or personnel.
Following identification of this condition, licensee
personnel further protected the cables by installing a
nonmetallic guard on the applicable rough-edged metal
surfaces.. The inspectors judged that this condition could
have been previously identified and corrected by the
licensee during routine PH activities, during which these
breaker cubicles were inspected for material conditions.
Protection of bare metal edges and corners in electrical
cabinets, though addressed over the years, currently needs
improved emphasis.

In Distribution Panel IDP-IB-SIV, the licensee discovered a
stripped bolt hole in the instrument bus (breaker
compartment number 8 bus electrical connection) where the
old 15-amp breaker had been installed and the 25-amp
replacement breaker was to be installed. Accordingly,
engineers installed the new breaker in a spare location on
the bus and changed drawings to reflect the field change
(Rev. 3 of ESR 95-00254). While the stripped bolt hole
condition was documented in the modification paperwork,
licensee personnel at the job site made no mention of
documenting it in an ACFR. The inspector inquired as to how
the licensee planned to investigate the cause of the
condition, how long it had been that way, its affect on
operability (seismic considerations if the stripped hole
prevented the breaker from properly being fastened), the
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potential for similar discrepancies existing in other bus
locations, etc. The inspector considered that .the condition
could be documented in the proper adverse condition tracking
program and investigated as warranted (during an outage,
etc.) Licensee management, in this case, demonstrated a
lack of sensitivity and/or a questioning attitude regarding
the stripped bolt hole and its affect on instrument bus
number 4. Subsequently, the inspectors learned that the
licensee had checked the other power panels and found no
similar conditions.

Some of the key components involved in this modification
were not labeled. These included the DC power supplies in
the logic cabinets for both trains (PS501 and PS502 in train
A and PS501 and PS502 in train B), and the 15-amp fuses
located in the train A and B input bays (IFUI and 1FU2 for
channel I, 2FUI and 2FU2 for channel 2, 3FUl and 3FU2 for
channel 3, and 4FUI and 4FU2 for channel 4). Technicians
and engineers used experience and cable tracing techniques
to identify which of these components to manipulate during
the course of the modification. Considering the equipment
involved, and the risks associated with working on these
components while at power, the inspector considered that
these components should have been conspicuously labeled.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

WR/JO 95-ABHJl, The inspector observed the initial bench
testing of a 24 VDC power supply for the nonsafety-related
rod control system. One of two paralleled power supplies
had failed in the rod control cabinet. The licensee planned
to replace the power supply with the equipment in service
and had sent instrumentation technicians to a Westinghouse
training facility to practice.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

WR/JOs 94-AJGEI and 94-AJGDI, "Replace PSU-Ill Terminals
With NU-2 Terminals." The inspector observed maintenance on
IA EDG auxiliary equipment motor control center number lA23-
SA per the subject WR/JOs. The maintenance involved a
design change to replace the model PSU control power .

terminal boards with model NU-2 terminal boards. These
items were located in the controller cubicles. In many
cases, the original equipment wire terminal lugs were sized
for number 8 screws vice the number 10 screws actually used
in both the original and the replacement terminal boards.
When found, this necessitated relugging the wires because
the licensee had previously found that the number 8 lugs
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often break into two pieces if reused. In addition to
general workmanship, significant attributes for this job
included extensive accounting for lifted leads, relugging in
cramped quarters, and general component inspection. The
relugging required specific gC inspection. The inspector
observed in-process work, control of lifted leads, control
of calibrated lug crimpers, and a Raychem sleeve that had
just been installed on a power lead that had been found with
a pinhole in the jacket. The workmanship and approach to
the job were quite competent.

Later 'that evening, when the auxiliary lubricating oil pump
was run during an EDG surveillance, alarms annunciated a
grounded electrical bus. One of the power leads that had
not needed a Raychem sleeve had contacted a sharp corner
where it entered the motor controller. That corner was not
covered by insulating trim. The corner was subsequently
insulated and the. cable covered with Raychem splice material
per WR/JO 95-ACJKI and ESR 9500299. The inspector inspected
the remainder of the motor control center for sharp edges;
finding no unprotected corners but several bare, but not
sharp, edges. These did not appear to be currently causing
a problem, but highlight an opportunity for future emphasis

.by the shop and gC.

While the IA EDG was out of service for maintenance, the
inspector inspected IB EDG for operability. Items reviewed
included coolant and oil temperature, standby pump
operation,, starting air pressure and availability, circuit
breaker lineup, and control panel lineup and indications.
The 18 EDG appeared to be operable.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

The inspector concluded that, in general, the performance of work
was satisfactory with proper documentation of removed components
and independent verification of the reinstallation. The inspector
identified one violation concerning an inadequate procedure for
,checkout of power supplies. Poor technical manual information
contributed to this violation. The inspector identified
weaknesses in identification of cables, in dressing bare edges in
electrical cabinets, and in component labeling.

Surveillance Observation (61726)

The inspector observed several surveillance tests to verify that
approved procedures were being used; qualified personnel were
conducting the tests; tests were adequate to verify equipment
operability; calibrated equipment was utilized; and TS



requirements were followed. Test observation and data review
included:

OST-1411, "Auxiliary Feedwater Pump IX-SAB and Valves
IAF-68, IAF-106, 1AF-87 Forward Flow Operability Test-
guarterly Interval." The inspector observed the licensee
test the turbine-driven AFW pump on February 13 as the final
installment in a continuing effort to troubleshoot the cause
of overspeed events from 1994. The inspector observed that
the pump started smoothly and that the system engineer and
operators were diligently monitoring its performance.
Following the troubleshooting run, which lasted
approximately 5 minutes, the pump was started again in
accordance with the surveillance procedure to verify its
operability. During this procedure, the licensee operated
the pump for approximately one hour with between 95 and 97
gallons per minute flow via the recirculation line. Again,
the inspector observed that operators were recording various
pump parameters (pump flow, discharge pressure, and
vibration levels) in accordance with the procedure. The
turbine-driven AFW pump has been successfully started
(without overspeeding} at least 20 times since its last
unplanned overspeed trip in mid 1994.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

HST-I0320, "Train B Solid State Protection System Actuation
Logic 8 H~ster Relay Test"; and HST-I0001, "Train A Solid
State Protection System Actuation Logic 8 Haster Relay
Test." The inspector witnessed the licensee performing
these two surveillance procedures on February 14 and 15 to
verify the acceptability of SSPS circuitry modifications.
These modifications are discussed in report paragraph 5.
These HSTs tested logic sequences, permissives, master
relays, reactor trip breaker response to various signals,
and spray actuation logic. The inspector observed that the
trip breakers, control room board annunciators, and trip
status light board indications responded to inputs as
specified in the procedure.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

OST-1085, "IA-SA Diesel Generator Operability Test,
Semiannual Interval, Hodes 1 - 6." This OST is similar to
the monthly EDG run except that the EDG accelerates
immediately to rated speed and the operator is required to
load it manually within 60 seconds following output breaker
closure, thus simulating a "fast start". The inspector
judged that the differences in operator technique were the
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salient points that should be observed, since equipment
operation at the EDG building can be seen monthly. for this
test, a prebriefing was conducted and sound-powered
communications established between the control room, ESF
relay cabinet area, and EDG local control station. The
surveillance and starting countdown were controlled by the
control room 80P operator. The surveillance was performed
smoothly. The inspector found communications and control to
be excellent, procedure adherence to be a high priority,'and
the procedure properly completed and reviewed.

During the surveillance. preparations, control board alarms
were received indicating a ground on the IA23-SA 480 VAC
bus. These were associated with the auxiliary oil pump.
The pump was deenergized and reported to maintenance. A
grounded wire is discussed in report paragraph 4.a. The
inspector closely observed the operators responding to the
alarm, evaluating.its meaning, and evaluating its effect on
EDG operability. The inspector concurred that the operators
reached sound conclusions.

The inspectors identified no violations or deviations in
this area.

The performance of these procedures was satisfactory with proper
use of calibrated test equipment, necessary communications
established, notification/authorization of control room personnel,
and knowledgeable personnel having performed the tasks. The
inspector observed no violations or deviations in the surveillance
area.

ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES

Onsite Engineering (37551)

a ~ Desi n Installation Testin of Hodifications

The inspectors reviewed ESRs involving the installation of new or
modified systems to verify that the licensee had reviewed and
approved the changes in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59, that the
changes were performed in accordance with technically adequate and
approved procedures, that subsequent testing and test results met
approved acceptance criteria or deviations were resolved in an
acceptable manner, and that appropriate drawings and facility
procedures were revised as necessary. The following engineering
evaluation and modification was inspected:

~ 95-00254, "Solid State Protection System Potential Loss of
ESF Actuation."
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b. Nonconservative Containment LOCA Anal sis of Record

On Harch 3, the utility determined from an in-house technical
analysis that the containment LOCA analysis of record was
nonconservative. The problem affected the long-term cooling rate
following ECCS suction being shifted from the RWST to the
containment sump. Though the nonconservatism did not affect the
peak pressure or temperature, it did increase the long-term
containment temperature profile, so it mainly impacted Eg
qualified components needed for long-term accident response. The
magnitude of the temperature profile change was estimated to be
about +10 degrees F at 20,000. seconds and +25 degrees F at
I million seconds. From an initial review of equipment Eg

'ualifications,the utility expects that adequate conservatism
presently exists in the individual component qualifications.
Also, known containment analysis conservatism exists and can be
applied if needed. The utility does not expect an impact on plant
operations.

The utility discovered this problem while performing sensitivity
studies using an in-house installation of the computer program
"GOTHIC." The sensitivity studies were being performed to
evaluate various repair techniques that might be applied to a
leaking containment fan cooler. The results did not adequately
agree with the 1986 EBASCO analysis of record which used the
computer program "CONTEHPT." The utility determined that
Westinghouse and EBASCO had not adequately interfaced in the 1986
era and that their respective core and containment analyses had
bo'th taken credit for the heat removed by the RHR heat exchangers.
During the review, the utility also determined that, in 1990,
Westinghouse had changed the Hass and Energy methodology used for
these analyses to be more conservative. The utility is currently
having an analysis performed by EBASCO accounting for both of the
above effects and also accommodating fan cooler performance
degradation from plugged or isolated cooler tubes. Upon receipt
of this analysis, the utility plans to immediately evaluate
component environmental qualifications.

The inspector evaluated the situation, considering that the
information did not indicate an increase in containment peak
temperature or pressure. The inspector considered the inadequate
NSSS/AE interface and the NSSS change of methodology in 1990, to
be generic issues. The inspector will follow this issue as IFI
95-004-02, Nonconservative Containment LOCA Analysis of Record.

Engineering response to design challenges was appropriate. The
inspector observed no violations or deviations in this area. Poor
technical manual information contributed to a violation in the
maintenance area.
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PLANT SUPPORT

a'.
,

Plant Housekeeping Conditions (71707) - Storage of material and
components, and cleanliness conditions of various areas throughout
the facility were observed to determine whether safety and/or fire
hazards existed.

b. Radiological Protection Program (71750) - The inspectors reviewed
xadiation protection control activities to verify that these
activities were in conformance with facility policies and
procedures, and in compliance with regulatory requirements.
'Licensee .assessment section report H-ERC-95-01, "Environmental and
Radiation Control," has identified a weakness in personnel

'ontaminationcontrol and control of contaminated material.

C.

d.

e.

Security Control (71750) - During this period, the inspectors
toured the protected area and noted that the perimeter fence was
intact and not compromised by erosion or disrepair. The fence
fabric was secured and barbed wire was angled. Isolation zones
were maintained on both sides of the barrier and were free of
objects which could shield or conceal an individual. The
inspectors observed various security force shifts perform daily
activities, including searching personnel and packages entering
the protected area by special purpose detectors or by a physical
patdown for firearms, explosives, and contraband. Other
activities included vehicles being searched, escorted and secured;
escorting of visitors; patrols; and compensatory posts within the
protected area. In conclusion, the Residents inspected selected
functions and equipment of the security program and found them to
comply with requirements.

Fire Protection (71750) - Fire protection activities, staffing,
and equipment were observed to verify that fire brigade staffing
was appropriate and that fire alarms, extinguishing equipment,
actuating controls, fire fighting equipment, emergency equipment,
and fire barriers were operable. During plant tours, areas were
inspected to ensure fire hazards did not exist.

Emergency Preparedness (71750) - Emergency response facilities
were toured to verify availability for emergency operation. Duty
rosters were reviewed to verify appropriate staffing levels were
maintained. As applicable, emergency preparedness exercises and
drills were observed to verify response personnel were adequately
trained.

The inspectors found plant housekeeping and material condition of
components to be satisfactory. The licensee's adherence to radiological
controls, security controls, fire protection requirements, emergency
preparedness requirements and TS requirements in these areas was
adequate. The inspector identified no violations or deviations.
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EXIT INTERVIEW

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted in
paragraph I) at the conclusion of the inspection on March 10, 1995.
During this meeting, the inspector summarized the scope and findings of
the inspection as they are detailed in this report, with particular
emphasis on the Violation addressed below. The licensee representatives
acknowledged the inspector's comments and did not identify as
proprietary any of the materials provided to or reviewed by the
inspectors during this inspection.

Item Number Status . Descri tion and Reference

400/95-004-01 Open VIO Failure to Adequately Maintain a
Power Supply Test Procedure,
paragraph 4.a.

400/95-004-02 Open - IFI Nonconservative Containment LOCA
Analysis of Record, paragraph 5.b.

95-002-00 Closed LER Inoperable Solid State Protection
System, paragraph 3.b.

ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

ACFR
AE
AFW

CFR
DEHC
EBASCO-
ECCS

EDG

EQ

ESF
ESR
HNP

IFI.
INEL
IR
LCO

LER
LOCA
MCC

MRTE
MST
MW

NOED
NPF
NRC

NSSS

Adverse Condition and Feedback Report
Architect/Engineer [Design and Construction Firm]
Auxiliary Feedwater
Code of Federal Regulations
Digital Electro-Hydraulic Control [System]
An Architect/Engineer Firm's Name
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Diesel Generator
Environmental Qualifications
Engineered Safety Feature
Engineering Service Request
Harris Nuclear Plant
[NRC] Inspector Followup Item
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
[NRC] Inspection Report
Limiting,Condition for Operation
Licensee Event Report
Loss of Coolant Accident
Motor Control Center
Measuring and Test Equipment
Maintenance Surveillance Test
MegaWatts
Notice of Enforcement Discretion
Nuclear Production Facility [a Type of License]
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Steam Supply System
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OST

gC
RG

RHR

RWST

SSPC
SSPS
STAR
TE
TI
TS
VAC
VDC

VIO

Operations Surveillance Test
guality Control
[NRC] Regulatory Guide
Residual Heat Removal [System]
Refueling Water Storage Tank
Solid State Protection Cabinet
Solid State Protection System
STOP, THINK, ACT, REVIEW
Test Equipment
[NRC] Temporary Instruction
Technical Specification [Part of the Facility License]
Volts - Alternating Current
Volts - Direct Current
Violation [of NRC Requirements]


